## Appendix 7

### BNC Concordance lines for /sn/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dartford warbler, sand lizard and smooth</th>
<th>snake</th>
<th>. The WWF is considering making an</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There's something new in the nest said the</td>
<td>snow</td>
<td>bright polar bear, I saw its shadow on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the city of Leeds, it is likely that</td>
<td>snapshots</td>
<td>of Ordnance Survey mapping will have been</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jealousy. She turned away abruptly and</td>
<td>snatched</td>
<td>up a glass of champagne as a waiter passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family home.' 'Hey - that's a bit</td>
<td>sneaky</td>
<td>, isn't it?' Laura exclaimed. 'If I went</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone was acid. 'She started shivering and</td>
<td>sneezing</td>
<td>soon after we left Carlisle. Considering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>play a tune like a violin. 'Maybe they were</td>
<td>sneaky</td>
<td>, maybe they were underhand, but at the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before she could break away one arm had</td>
<td>snaked</td>
<td>round her shoulders, pulling her towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggravating global warming by melting the ice and</td>
<td>snow</td>
<td>that reflect some of the sun's rays back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breathing. Let's get a line in fast;' he</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>. It was already in her hand before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fault. Couldn't get round that doddering old</td>
<td>snail</td>
<td>. That sort should be in wheelchairs, not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jumping around excitedly, and only stopping to</td>
<td>sniff</td>
<td>at Juliet's ankles. Mrs Maybury sent him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veins and relaxed her until she felt as</td>
<td>snug</td>
<td>as a bug and ready to purr like a kitten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Already overstretched, her temper</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>. 'You just can't resist getting a dig in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Her tears dried. She scarcely felt the</td>
<td>snags</td>
<td>. His touch was soft and gentle, undermining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>? 'Weak and white, no sugar,' she</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>, forgetting her manners completely in her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>might feel for an intriguing, but poisonous</td>
<td>snake</td>
<td>. There you go again, she scolded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>going, Caroline?' 'Back to Milan,' she</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>as she stalked to the door. 'At least there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lead?' 'My grandmother is ill,' he</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>. 'I know. And I'm sorry. But -'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give them injections.' He moved on. 'Now,</td>
<td>snakes</td>
<td>. As you know, they sometimes get mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I began looking like a human being,' she</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>. 'Exactly like every other female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to go on forever, for Penny to drive at a</td>
<td>snail</td>
<td>'s pace on the way back to prolong their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I lived a year without you,' she</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>back, swishing her feet in the water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snuggled up to me the other evening! '</td>
<td>Sn-snuggled</td>
<td>. . .?' she spluttered, but, when she thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprepared for the utter pugnacity of him when he</td>
<td>snarled</td>
<td>harshly, 'So tell me, Miss Everett, just</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell him you're not a professional!' she</td>
<td>snapped</td>
<td>, and, muttering something that sounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seeming to take it favourably that she was not</td>
<td>snatching</td>
<td>her hands out of his clasp, 'What is happening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the heap. They realised that people were</td>
<td>sneering</td>
<td>at them. The Richardson's couldn't have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supply. Don't inject nothing till you have</td>
<td>snorted</td>
<td>, smoked or sucked it. Find how strong it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majority of the crowd resorted to muffled</td>
<td>sniggers</td>
<td>rather than abuse and barracking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have in the FFL ex-Leeds team: Ian</td>
<td>Snodin</td>
<td>1.1 EVERTON (Telegraph class him as a full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good play and a flash of inspiration by</td>
<td>Snodin</td>
<td>?? Well, from what I saw Rods’ goal was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>because she was the Direktor's favourite - he</td>
<td>snorted</td>
<td>at this point and said he really did believe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenue were not in their usual positions,</td>
<td>snoring</td>
<td>back to back in the bed they bought twenty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house and, when I was sure no adults had</td>
<td>sneaked</td>
<td>back in to spy on me, I went upstairs to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threw the stub of his cigarette into the</td>
<td>snow</td>
<td>and walked into the centre of the roadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scattered and the bullet whined away into the</td>
<td>snowflakes</td>
<td>. Ivan backed away from me. I kicked at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weather bureau was predicting light rain and</td>
<td>snow</td>
<td>flurries and the cirrus was thickening,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placidly. Anger didn't suit her friendly</td>
<td>snub</td>
<td>face, making her seem out of place in that</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the White House Protective Detail, you're sneaking off to do a little sleuthing on your own friend next door to impress his fiancee's snooty father, who is visiting on the same evening

Bethsaida's famous filthy spectacles! when I snatch them off, he rubs the omega imprinted on wedges had formed the svinfylka, the pig's snout, the secret of Odin that he hoped fur-traders through empty landscapes, through old family snaps, though a map centred on Krakow. Ania Bien

pouring gin, 'I ask you: what a way to go.' He sneezed. 'You noticed that he didn't bloody slipped and cut his finger. He sucked it, sniffing, and then started on a leg. Drops of blood banking steeply away, half-rolled and took a snap shot at a dappled D-V, then saw Finlayson's polymerase passes so that they can rapidly snap back' into their former structure.

his pockets, opened the chosen ones and sniffed in a discriminating fashion. Three more extremely interesting from somewhere nice and snug, inside. Ah, inside. That was the night like this was themselves. 'It's snowing quite a lot,' said one of them, uncertainly really hated the Outside snow. There had been snow in the Store, too, sprayed on merchandise much. And perhaps if you could stop the snow and see us all safely back to the quarry period and on public holidays. Lunch and snacks are provided. The nursery is situated sympathetically through Lucie's arm, but her father snatched his arm away, whining in a sarcastic, piping , and glorified God's servant Garvey who snored inside his own duck-down quilt, at the the stage. As he came, he blustered and snorted and black veins stood out in his forehead awake, feeling the vibration of Garvey's snores clear through the trembling planks. Then figure moved out of reach and appeared to sneer. 'You got in my way,' Kopyion stated Schellenberg got up and went to the window. It was snowing lightly. He said, 'Is he reliable, this thought, she was in danger of being found snoozing gently the next morning at the scene of The land remembers. There is old memory in snow. And a gentle touch for the gentle the river they found traces of Morthen, a snail-shell hair net, slung from the branch of a tree during the night an odd wind fetched up and snow fell, followed by an appallingly humid brother's arms were around her, and she was snug and safe against his chest. She touched Where was Scathach? Where Wynne-Jones? The sneering of a horse drew her attention to the right came away. The man worked furiously. The snow absorbed the blood and the sound. Clothing Year's Eve,' said Miranda, spraying fake snow from an ozonefriendly aerosol on to a twig and I'll admit nothing of the kind!" she snapped back, unable to take any more. 'When you importantly, herself. Her tears subsided into sniffs, but she still wasn't prepared to look because of the convention, but there'll be snacks in the bar if you're hungry. Now, what going to be from now on, Mr Denner,' she snapped, adding icy emphasis to his name. 'You four loads, I came across footprints in the snow. Like Robinson Crusoe on his island strongly fortified boots. So thickly was the snow falling that I knew they could only just would have found hopeless. Yet here I was, snivelling on my hands and knees. And all I could great creature fell on its knees in the snow. I saw it reach out its hand towards Frankenstein Did you hear the one about the rabbi who sneaks out of the synagogue on Shabbos to play equal opportunities in action.' Lil snorts. 'Gender doesn't mean a thing to this hard-nosed get one of those small cigarette boats to sneak past the coastguard. The waves would shake from above.' 'Believe me,' Maggie snapped sarcastically, 'no deity would own him. 'Do not fence around with me,' he snapped. 'I want to know exactly what you are doing 'Of course she is here,' Felipe snapped. 'When is she not here? She is a journalist
ball of bone had been held away from its snug socket just too long to glide easily back

afternoon ransacking the village for elegant snacks and found them: madeleines, ratafias, petits

flurry of wings and flippers, raising a snowstorm of foam. One That Got Away It was

now understand his amusement when she had snapped out her thoughts. It was just the sort

shaky triumph. 'I do not know him,' he snapped. 'I have been introduced and I was not

on north walls. Unless you want to snap up your special favourites for sowing in

When not working, Reay's main interest is snooker of which he is 'very, very keen' and then

Civil Commotion RCC Storm - Winter Related (Snow & Blizzard) STS Storm - Not Winter Related

violence) was organised by the "Stop State Snooping" committee, whose members included representatives

government forces besieged in Berbera, the SNM claimed to have captured another cargo

still be up, I'll go and see if they want a snack. Anyway, it was dead quiet and I felt a

B/00/22/2008 Award Holder: Dr D Begg; Dr D Snower Department: Department of Economics Institution

remaned in custody charged with attempting to snatch a woman's purse in a telephone box on Belfast

Old Trafford, but memories of how Leeds snitched the prize from under their noses last season

September 1961 following a crash in Sweden. SNOOKER Queen's University student Cathy Gallagher

tomorrow. The lady's piece is an Italian silver snuffer-stand: an intriguing object with an unidentifiable

the all-party Supreme National Council (SNC) ) on April 6 the nominal leader of the Khmers

had provided a gift of US$1,800,000 to the SNC. SOC National Assembly session - Ministerial

]. On May 17, local leaders meeting with SNM representatives at the town of Burao in

November 1989 agreed to co-operate with the SNM. The United Somali Congress (USC) was active

but in the course of March the action had snowballed, especially after the breakdown on March

mid-August clashes continued between the SNA and pro-Mahdi Mohammed forces in the Galgudud

and for rail and road improvements. Snegur met Romanian President Ion Iliescu on Aug.

parliamentary majority, and instead apparently snubbed the centre-right by appointing his former

Mohorita, ch.); Slovak National Party (SNP, , Vitazoslav Moric, ch.); Czechoslovak People

Labour 228, Liberal Democrats 21, UOP 9, SNP 5, social democrats 3 [see below], Plaid

European market. After advancing at a snail's pace for many years, we suddenly find

bonnet of the car and waited. With a snarl, a small Peugeot rounded the corner and

met people halfway, and tried not to make snap judgements about them. She hoped they would

sensible shoes,' he added curtly. 'We have snakes in the Périgord.' Including human

discrimination. So in spite of Reaganite sneers and the activities of hostile employers

English you reverse the positions of man and snake you change the meaning. But in Kalkadoon

others. In the corner sat Turkey Lurkie, sniffing and shivering. Chicken Likken was holding

out with only an occasional, suppressed sniffle. Emmie's voice ached with grief and

my lord.' 'I know that, damn you,' snarled de Raimes, his face pale and sweating.

myself silly. The chaplain went white as snow and fainted straight out of the pulpit.

About eighteen to twenty months!' Agrippa snapped back. Benjamin nudged me to keep

button of a nose, barnacled with encrusted snot. Everything she reaches for, is simultaneously

pauses to look in awe. 'Wanna see a snake hole?' He bolts off, down the wet

soaked with tepid piss to my sock toes. The snakes have gone now and Laverne stands up again

Baz throws open one of the car doors and snaps his fingers. Like Southfork Ranch, the

legs. The gusts are becoming malevolent, snapping the heads off the waves like daisies.

juice touched the body it was turned into a snowdrop. 'So much for her hopes,' he grinned

clean-up was to empty the two jam jars of snowdrops, but instead of disposing of the flowers
my mail is not part of your duties,' he snapped crossly, then left the office. So
your mother? 'Certainly not,' she snapped. 'Mother never uses such arrogant tones
is, it seems to please you,' Lucy said, snatching the message pad from Doreen's hand, then
. One or two of the gentle, giant horses snorted in fear, but they allowed her to lead them
is making the political point that if the SNP had 72 Scottish Members of Parliament as
it? 'I'm not your conscience,' she snapped. A sensation of nausea underlay her anger
brokenly. 'Last night -' 'Last night,' he snapped, 'was entirely my fault. Night-time madness
to be beholden to Fen Marshall. She snuggled down again. But sleep still eluded her.
outlet or bracket and the front clip is snapped over the gutter. The joint bracket can
log-laden sledges through a savage landscape of snow and ice; frost-bearded Vikings with massive
territory when you work with boats,' he snarled, and muttered something violent under his
what she was saying. 'Too right,' he snapped. 'I'd have haunted you from here to eternity
30 000 years ago. This flooded the wide Snake River Plateau in Idaho with similar effects
their necks in winter time, and bunches of snipe waited, pin-eyes closed, to be plucked
been walked and snipe shot for that famed Snipe Pudding of Mrs Geary's - a pudding more
of cream. The black lace veilin had been snipped away. She had pushed a handkerchief, light
knew that her irresistible hunger for the snipe pudding would lower the happy euphoria
installation at Gatwick, to establish how snowshooter s would perform in full-scale, multi-airline
of er sunfish, here is one. These little sneak fertilizers however are young and small
four seven. Lot a hundred and twenty six snuff box there it is now showing in a painted
hundred and thirty two there it is now, a snuff box with micro-mosaic lid, Lot one three
Autofluorescence microscopy All samples were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cryostat sections
in Lifespan. PI allows users to 'snap-shot' a particular configuration of modules,
don't worry about the snoring,' snoring? 'Yes. I've got earplugs, so don't
Then,' continued the barmaid, as Cornelius sniffed on appreciatively, 'this meteor came down
with leather jackets, tight trousers and snakeskin boots, bustled into the restaurant. One
away round the back of the hill. I sniffed Armstrong's engine and dug out the OS map
'Why do you want to talk to Mr Keen?' he snapped. 'To tell him that his son Morris
things.' 'Building dams again?' he sneered. 'No,' I said, shaking my head confidently
Park screaming as the frantic and enraged snake bit his stump repeatedly, and little Esmerelda
' he said. In the evening, after a snack rather than a meal, I went up to the loft
storage of memory, but words can also become snares, decoys or straight jackets. These
the subject at the moment can only be a snapshot of a rapidly moving situation; the applications
and, indeed, Home Affairs member of the SNP 's Scottish Cabinet, I have a strong commitment
violently, bringing down an immense weight of snow-water from the mountains of Wales. They were
turn its head. 'Be careful, Watson! It's a snake , an Indian snake -and its poison can kill
which was the snake's home. Perhaps the snake came through the air-vent many times before
to see and hear clearly. One day, cement-coloured walls were streaked with dirt like snot running from a thousand noses. Here and
contemporary environment from pollen and snail evidence, the technology for land clearance
The first concerns growing strawberries on Snowdon! We do not do this, but we could - and
n't going to start now. 'Fine,' she snapped. The glare from the sun was beginning to
how she sounded, but she couldn't seem to snap out of it. Simone was busy unpacking
like a toddler whose jelly-baby has been snatched from its grasp. 'Oh, what a blow.
`I'll walk, thank you,' she snapped. `We said far too much yesterday and I he said, his voice as cold as the Arctic snows. She stole a glance at him; his features snuffed appreciatively at the aroma penetrating

snatch it away before I saw it.' `I did snatch it away,' he reminded her. His mouth set

twisted, smashed right hand Settled in numb snugness Across the great doorway of St Paul's His coat. Emilia's face was white almost as the snow, but she was conscious and moaning now.

twisted, smashed right hand Settled in numb snugness Across the great doorway of St Paul's His salt-bleached eyes, their salt-bleached hair, The comfort, and the lambs Will toss out into the snow, imperishable Like trawlers, bobbing in

exalted. The machine-guns Permit themselves a snigger. They eliminate the error With a to-fro

like a child. The winter rain and snow had beaten down the weeds to a mulch of

stands? In a few cases such as at Cuxton and Snodland, the positions of the churches do correspond

Lads Farm; John de Holoweye, Holoway Court Snodland; and another name that lives on to this

for the villages of Birling, Luddesdown, Snodland and Halling, at which the poor of these

field and born the development costs. Early snags have been ironed out. Legal questions have

ridges. `He looks like King Lear in the snow, deserted by his daughters,' said Mark.

the big grin with which Yorkshire's finest snooker player greeted me told its own story. Joe

bimbo ranch, Betty says her first kiss was snogging Tom Jones on the telly while he was singing

very real danger of getting stuck in the snow - as it was she couldn't have said with

herself toppling over to land once more in the snow. She didn't need to look up to know he'd

`She's a nothing and a nobody,' Marianne snarled, her voice laden with resentment. `She'll Windows). Practical PC has managed to get a sneak preview of what's on the way. David Dorn

images slunk into her mind, like a guilty dog sneaking in after a roll in something bad. She was

He had taught himself to sleep in brief snatches. He thought he heard noises in the night

perpendicular blinds. `Wait!' His arm snaked out, pinioning her round her waist, drawing

killed me once already, remember?' She snorted and stood up, tossing back her hair scornfully

contemplated almost casually. Wind snatched at him. K! srda half turned and shouted

of his feet rapidly moving away over the snow and she felt her tense muscles relax. Lucenzo

`It was none of your business,' he snapped. `It certainly was! I said I had

No, I haven't!' she yelled, her patience snapping. `It's just that I can't stand the slur

the sound of his footsteps on the fresh snow and the swish and bump of her bags as they

! I do nothing but think of my duty!' he snarled savagely. `Duty rules my life -'

stone. A coverlet separates us. Is that snow wind's whine the same travelling still,

is something valuable to steal.' Snorting at the friar's apparent stupidity, Cranston

had very little information to give this snooping coroner. `Describe her!' Foreman

`I thought I knew the answer then,' he snapped. `I've now realised that I don't.'

my master could stop me. Mandeville sneered as his strong teeth tore at the coarse

took our cloaks and followed her into the snow-covered grounds. We visited the outhouses, stables

are as crooked as your eyes,' Southgate sneered. `(Oh, yes, I was a handsome rogue

wood was thick, the undergrowth covered in snow; even in summer it would have been difficult

the door until it groaned, cracked, then snapped back on its hinges. 'Everyone is

Instead, they had stumbled into a veritable snake pit.) I wandered round the galleries

could still stand up straight at all, she snorted derisively, because she was too afraid

to pay quite handsomely. I then, in true sneaky Aussie fashion, hired two young men who

Advanced Whingeing. So finally, smugly, snugly it was mine. Then came the search
| Brand of cinema which dispenses coffee and snacks as well as the usual array of warm Maltesers are liars! I am not responsible,' Edward snapped , 'for what people like to invent. They just hope it didn't hit anyone else. Ranulf snatched it from me. You know the rest.' Corbett and that was the spring - time when the snow melted and green leaves began to appear. 02/91/0992 New Entrance Gates, Burnside, Snow Hill, Scorton The above planning As you may know the public seat on Snowhill has recently been removed from its base in rural areas, farmers often gleefully snapped up the strongest boys and set them to work, that we should be getting sponsored by SNH or SCC). We also feel that the number of my dad was, couldn't leave it there. The sniper got him when he was halfway there. They could be justified. Other Business 1. The snooker table has been re-covered. 2. The cooker 's budget for the planting of trees. 5. Snooker Table. An estimate for £244.50 to re-cover managed to get to the bottom of the slope in a snow plough position. We gradually side stepped sequence with a reverse punch Hip - twist snap punch Try sliding diagonally forwards to avoid getting hit in the face with a snap punch. If you succeed, twist your hips this, it is regarded as a special treat by snails and slugs who will soon polish it off given that we should be getting sponsored by kept seeing these double helices like two snakes winding up an invisible tree, only smaller were easing and she gave a long gurgling sniff , reaching, it seemed, deep into her empty ' Whose side are you on?' Menzies snapped back. ' We need security.' Of course into deep water - a. Other Business 1. The talk, is of suffering and of death. Moses snatches God's plans of redemption from the fire flappy rubber nose and hard cylindrical snout , though they frightened Dot less now than ordinary grandmother who told how she was snatched by aliens in Northamptonshire in 1978, nothing about them hedgerow heathens,' he snapped as he went on his way, ' an' if you take green and yellow spots; black and white snatches of music, ' God Save the Queen' and ' Maybe doing? You've ruined it!' Keith tried to snatch the pen away from her and she slapped his someone outside the family. He'd say I'm snooping and interfering.' Blast it , she thought Insider dealer I was disgusted to read your snide attack (Disinformation, FACE 19) on 'White clowning begins right from the start, with him snatching up the Sony the minute it's on the table MEDICINE A man who had been bitten by a snake in Sydney, Australia, refused medical help baby. Oh, you make me so sick. Stop that snivelling and eat your breakfast, dwarf .' the floor and pawed at it, growling and sniffing her distaste. Infuriated by what she called the actions of a wicked little sneak , Smallfry had forced him to eat every last inevitable slippery ball. But Jones is a snappy player in every sense, and set the tone could safely ignore. The boundaries for the Snowdonia National Park run round the edge of Penrhyn's third-round matches in the grand prix snooker event being held at The Hexagon in Reading venturesome British outfits, but there are snags. Subsidies are granted only on the agreement standing out from the swirling whiteness of the snowstorm , this tableau combines the decorative and idea!' Sam, having introduced the snowball , saw it start rolling without any more near the top yet. Perhaps it's mountain snobbery to wish to avoid such a crowd, and if so tracks and timeshare chalets. Yes, I am a snobby old ratbag, and please spell my second Swannay. Fighting our way through a raging snowstorm , we arrived at the north end, by Costa the reluctance of the fish to show even a snout above the surface. Almost instantly Bay, now scrambling for the outside, now sneaking back in. They flew over a thirty-foot tube
mouth as wide as a new grave, her light snore ticking fitfully, like some tired machine dizzy red and yellow swingboats and the snakes of black flex that coiled across the bruised

afford a further barrier against driven rain, snow, dust and offensive smells. This also provides

left them rather than abandon her. As he snored, she told him Florence was full of jobs

she ever breed. No longer are her anxious snorts heard in the still of the night. Too unrewarding Mackie made a placatory remark and Perkin snapped at her too. She turned her head my

after the hostages showed up.' The Iranian snapped back: 'You've only brought a very small formation of equilateral triangles. As a snow crystal grows in free fall, the angular
dust motes in the groin of the roof. His snowdrops were already wilting like wax candles in spotted by casting director Alan Hardy and monotonous tones which everyone listens to with a

She turned back to her companions with a sniff. Fat Marlene with the wobbling chin, laughing

schooling, and so on. There would be family snaps. You can't have family snaps when there simulate something you do not understand. The snow is that there may be more than one way konditorei cream-cake. In addition it has (I quote Arnie Wilson) which at its floor

skiers aware of the advantages of artificial snow-making machinery. The sudden, sharp increase artificial snow,' said Kasper. 'Without man-made snow we would not have had the 1980 Lake Placid
difficult to ski at high speed. 'Man-made snow is harder to fall on. Some of the runs pub, and the men prefer to bring their own snap. So it's mostly technical and clerical

that,' Catherine said. Mrs Theobald sneered. 'That act was devised by men, and men

showcase: it implied starvation… . Prothero was snarling like a guilty thing surprised. Of what (The sad story of how a new dog harness snapped and Putzie the Yorkie was run over and

joy, and our paths through flowers.' Left: Snowdon from Penllyn, with Clogwyn Du'r Arddu prominent

many is against tradition The article 'Snowdon the Hard Way' by Jerry Rawson (June 1991

during the campaign. Out of India: The snow-wreaths melt away in the heat of battle By TONY
democratic party'. Jim Sillars, the deputy SNP leader, said it was sad to see a former

brood of smaller roofs shaped like candle snuffers, is visible for miles. St Jean-d'Angely

World Health Organisation,' the article sneered or just condescended, depending how you

ravaged by acid rain. In the UK, lakes in Snowdonia National Park, most of mid Wales, the Lake

and one that affords fantastic views of snow capped mountain peaks and Alpine scenery

included Switzerland is famous for its snow capped mountains, alpine meadows, beautiful

cuisine dinners. The menu is changed daily. Snacks and afternoon tea can be enjoyed on the

reception lounge, TV room, 2 bars, restaurant, snack bar and coffee shop. The sophisticated

cheap, throwaway blades which are simply snapped into place in the frame; choose one with

swimming pool has a snack bar which serves snacks and drinks throughout the day. The

- the Timanfaya restaurant which serves snacks and full meals at discounted prices and

great suntrap. Other amenities include a snack bar, pool table and video T.V. There

lively hotel, with the bar, which serves snacks all day at reasonable prices, and pool

breakfast terrace where clients can get snacks and drinks at reasonable prices. Prices

Eggs, lizards, smaller mammals, birds, and snakes are also eaten. The family goes foraging

because of their bright eyes and pointed snouts, are often misleadingly referred to as

fairytale. IN Ruddigore, Mad Margaret could be snapped out of her raving by the password 'Basingstoke

Rovers for £1 million, has turned out to be a snip, his acrobatics saving the day when United
In the Conran shop Thirtysomethings are snapping up bendy Babars at £10 a pop; Liberty stocks products ranging from mineral water to frozen snacks, will come as a surprise to the market at the head of a never diminishing human snake, signing his autograph. Parkinson's Disease.

Further clashes were averted after Mike Snell, the district council engineer, gave an autograph. Traditional sniggerings are amply catered for, too. The office's forms with which to order them). Traditional sneak out by the tradesmen's entrance after slipping.

Swing and glide over a carpet of manmade snow 80 centimetres deep. Without it there would be no swing and glide over a carpet of man-made snow. 80 centimetres deep. It is woven as only Chace but has a useful opponent in Young Snugfit (2.00), who may make experience tell, having.

Syrians blame Aoun, page 10 Rumbold and standing up for CUM and Bermondsey. Snowy Davoll Philip Tompson pioneered Careforce.

She turned herself over in her bed, and snuggled down for an extra, self-indulgent and rare moment. I owed it to you.' 'Thank you,' snorted Clare in as ungrateful a manner as she.

Gaminara's Back up the Hearse and Let Them Sniff the Flowers, at the Hampstead Theatre, and standing up for CUM and Bermondsey. Snowden, in September 1932, after which it became.

At first light the mortaring and sniping started. The only difference was that the innocent and pure of heart. NO Snow fell during the night and at 10.00, after

and standing up for CUM and Bermondsey. Snowy Davoll Philip Tompson pioneered Careforce. harderto reach a formula that the Liberals, Snowden, 's free trade allies, could accept than

engineer in the Nobel Division, an offer he snapped up immediately. The job involved

' At first light the mortaring and

jump. In the first picture he catches John Snow off Daniel's bowling and in the second

can be a clever thing to do. Some insects, snakes and other preyed-upon creatures - most

is, after all, a good nationalist aim. He sneers at the arguments against it: self-sufficiency

 gained in stature during her exile. No one sneers about her weakness for shoes these days

Hudson river from New York. A big snag remains. The best-practices approach can

called Philip. 'Caspar.' Caspar stopped sniffing in a bracken tunnel and came bounding back

Davoll Philip Tompson pioneered Careforce.
recent years sled dogs have been replaced by snowmobiles, so now the main incentive for the whale farmsteads were being built at the same time, set snugly into shelter belts of oak, beech and elm.

Letitia. She was, he said, bad-tempered, and he seemed afraid of her - she had to say. She did everything loudly: loud sneeze, loud blowing of the nose, loud banging.

East, where Mr Andrew Welsh was the sitting SNP member, the Conservatives forced a recount including two girls, have been killed by sniper fire and shelling. Elsewhere in Bosnia.

AUGUSTA may indeed be august, though less snotty than might be imagined, but somebody there other down. Give. Give. Give. Snap. Snap. Snap. And again snap. Yet when Luzma,

rat-chewed, three-year-old hearthrug, Duart? She sniffed. 'He'd sneer at you, him and his daughter for my portfolio, and then, suddenly, this snowball seemed to start rolling… I was being given decline. His personal attention - 'rain, snow or frost never kept him in' - and his scrupulousness Manchester Guardian became the Guardian and C. P.,

though the problem were one simply of petty snobbery and priggishness is, wilfully or not, to , actually looked forward to seeing some snakes en route. What concerned the 42-year-old moved to: 67 Avon Road, Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 1PS. Tel: (0380) 724546. Log-It wish

When her husband began to sing a little, snapping his fingers in rhythm, she smiled and for removing the last traces of soot-encrusted snow from the pavements but leaving everything

I lay on O's chest something moved me to snap the locket open, and I remember I asked the windscreen was weird. A belt of heavy snow along the highway south, the neon lights economics. Making a shell is costly for a snail. It requires energy. It requires calcium the fluke genes are 'happy' to make the snail pay that cost, since they have no interest

silly. We drove all the way down in the snow but they caught us and said we couldn't mention of Katherine's name. She has even been snipped out of a photograph taken after her wedding Our job is to sort everything out: to snatch the rocks and clods from the potato channel

with the striped marking or 'agouti' (long snout, straight tail and small pointy ears), might expect from a more elevated chateau, a snap at £2.99. Going Out to Eat and Drink Mrs Bing Crosby. Wrap up, it's going to snow. 'Every summer, for the month of

About as riveting as watching snow melt, about as thrilling as a plate of traded was legal and two thirds of that was snatchted from poachers. The remaining 78 per cent territory. They did it in winter through deep snow. A few weeks later, when the link had been of these will only experiment; they won't sniff for very long. But a few may become heavy . Most young people will never try sniffing. And most of those who do will only try plastic bag. Where do they do it? Sniffable products are widely available and they dangerous environments some solvent misusers sniff on their own in isolated places. If they reasons are. For some young people, sniffing is a pleasurable activity. When asked if prescribed drugs are used keep an eye on sniffable products in the home. Store them out of that you don't know about you may find that sniffing isn't the main problem, and it's more urgent want to ensure that they don't carry on sniffing. But it may be difficult to stop a determined Rumpole? 158 Whose nickname at school of was 'Snobby'. Roberts? 159 Which soloist's Jaguar has it, as it sometimes did, and instead of sniffing it and walking away, it tore open the anus sheeting across the plateau, piling the snow into drifts as high as a house. He said , in winter, when this grass was deep in snow, the villagers here would take their sheep
off. The red bitch became short-tempered, snapping at the puppy when it went to suckle her morning it was snowing lightly - the first snow of winter. Kāli came to bring me woodpecker. Outside the forest the snow was already six inches deep and growing through deposits of gravel and clay. The snag here is that when the contours of the sand is, though, well worth remembering that snow may cover over some of the bolt-holes, against Marly in Sydney. Former world snooker champion Terry Griffiths, who plays for They can use snow to make a big ball or snowman. They can make tracks and footmarks manually selected to cope with flooding and snow. Unlike the R25, the Safrane is fitted of him. Then, some yards away he heard a snort and the clink of metal. In an instant he his knife as they passed and made ready to snatch at it. Crane kicked it out of reach. Huge with all the fun, sliding around in the snow and slush, throwing snowballs, all the Oh, if you're going all psychological…!' snorted Breeze, and Gay laughed. 'You did in Tunnel revenue. British Rail, SNCF and SNCB (Société Nationale de Chemins de Fers Belges) Weasel warned as he traversed a landing where snow had drifted in through a broken skylight of the morning's newspaper lay discarded, snow and slush turning it to pulp and partially excellent binocular vision, leads to the cutaway snout or long face, such as we find in many rodents there was a severe frost and eventually it snowed. Many of the families spent the first night Dennis shouted. 'The snifters, man! The snifters.' He had swivelled round in the Forest in a 3rd round cup-tie here on a snow covered surface in January 1987. JACKSON you dropped off to sleep, To slumber and snore till day doth again peep, That on nights Park gardens. In the evening there were snooker matches played between the various posts 1778, but it survived only a short while, Snape having been left in the lurch by noblemen vending machines for hot and cold drinks, and snacks were provided. In 1877, the newly Numbers and letters as follows: 1 barn owl, 2 snowy owl, 3 long-eared owl, 4 short-eared owl straw and a hand mirror. Snort, dance, bonk, snort some more - bloody good value, old Henry with the head of a wolf and a tail like a snake . DILDOS At one time it was common bringing many qualities to his new post, Mr Snyder could not be said to possess great insight night, static lines ripping and jerking, the snap of the opening canopies clearly audible pot of tea to a full range of appetising snacks and meals. Activities and displays take room; her head takes off to become a camera snapping and exposing the million thoughts flashing face-paint smeared it. The King's mother snapped her fingers. 'A kerchief. To see you now personal love and regard.' Astorre snorted. 'He's bored.' 'I told you,' Nicholas account of 'Four Legged Friend'. Passers-by sneak Beejay sympathetic smiles as he is forced and intense in her voice and there was a snarling edge to it that was horrible to hear. houses were covered with a thick mantle of snow. It gave a curious dignity to the tall shocked silence. Bull O'Malley gave a derisive snort. 'Leavin’ me, are ye? And where would ye youth grows into all of us; summer blossom, snowflakes, blades of grass: we count them separately would break Winter colds with much sneezing, coryza and headache as if it would burst problems in a game of chess, a field of snowdrops and crocus in springtime, the Fifth Symphony for a brick to be dropped upon one's head. Sniggers and the double meanings surrounded the dangerous. Which of us on finding our car aerial snapped off by a vandal have not momentarily wanted present Soviet proposals. If Andropov is snubbed, and his overtures dismissed, we may not achievable it is that the two cultures C. P. Snow described a generation ago should again that the method can detect toluene in glue sniffers' blood. Barry Taylor, from the Government
Examples include mayonnaise, pastry and fried snacks, crisps, fruit-flavoured yogurts and canned vegetables; I was there until nearly one. After a snack lunch I went back there. 'So you evidence), Younis was targeted for an FBI snatch on 13 September. A team from the Bureau

shirts and white walking shorts with clean sneakers, just like it was Miami Beach, and it was by Patricia Craig (Viking). Snobs and sneers 'All the contributions,' he told us,

his most snobbish worst. Claud Cockburn sneers at the forgotten bestselling novelist W
take the call. Holly asked Rain whether Sniffy had named names yet and she admitted getting

sound of this. It had been easy to agree to Sniffy's request from the safety of the office

being particularly fine. Fig. 16 Scavenging snail: the ramshorn. This humble mollusc can

rather like a snail, and sometimes at a snail 's pace, with his house, or a good part

forward and putting his big nose down to sniff the pale liquid. 'Tequila.'

felt so dangerously soporific that even the sneaking fear of Roman's insidious effect on her

informants a quid or more a time while you have snouts who could buy and sell both of us and who

Tolby's involved.' 'Nor do I,' Lorton snarled. 'Of course not.' Dougal paused.

The rain was dense, trying to turn to snow. The wind flurried. Lit windows in

started at such a speed. I remember the white snow splashing up like a wave.' 'I don't

episodes (sometimes producing grey or black snows resulting from the presence of lignite

skies were star-filled and clear, the only snag as far as we were concerned being the dawn Examples include mayonnaise, pastry and fried snacks, crisps, fruit-flavoured yogurts and canned vegetables; I was there until nearly one. After a snack lunch I went back there. 'So you evidence), Younis was targeted for an FBI snatch on 13 September. A team from the Bureau
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felt so dangerously soporific that even the sneaking fear of Roman's insidious effect on her
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Tolby's involved.' 'Nor do I,' Lorton snarled. 'Of course not.' Dougal paused.

The rain was dense, trying to turn to snow. The wind flurried. Lit windows in

started at such a speed. I remember the white snow splashing up like a wave.' 'I don't
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Text</th>
<th>Simplified Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>whether I should -‘Oh, get it!’ he snapped impatiently. As Juliet scurried shocked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a matter of investigation - or do I mean snooping - ‘That’s what solicitors are for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. He always laughed noiselessly, his jaw snapping up and down as he took in great gulps of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meadows in the high Caucasus, up to the snow line, using its very stout bill for scraping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNIPE Lymnocryptes minimus. Like a small SNipe with a much shorter bill, two narrow instead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN-TAILED SNIPE Gallinago stenura. Very like SNipe , but slightly darker and heavier in flight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strikingly patterned, longer-legged than SNipe , with shorter bill turned down at tip.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people who told the High Queen that you snored . He said, with great politeness, that he</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your elevation, I suppose.’ Alexei snorted softly. ’Spare me, please.’ He saw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurd entered the first of them cautiously, sniffing for wild beasts, then beckoned them in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in their cellophane wrappers. Dexter had snatched them from the canteen just before he and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moisture and deposits it as hoar-frost, snow or rain. Though water is solid for much</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant propagules. These accumulate as the snow melts under spring sunshine, and the resulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, and usually remain protected by ice or snow , if not by water, throughout winter. In</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure, and abrasion by wind-blown sand and snow that no other plants tolerate (Lamb, 1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the soil and under an insulating layer of snow . Blowflies winter also as maggots or pupae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in a swollen torrent. The rain turned to snow , and darkness closed in. Clouds shut out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kicking off her high-heeled slippers and snuggling sensuously down into his armchair. ‘You</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off his head and shut himself up in the snug with an ex-War Department Verey pistol,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enticed a man with a beard and a lot of snotty children away from his wife, and she’ll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, while we keep your lady hostage,’ said Snodgrass . ‘They’ve locked us in again, you know.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This was extremely polite of Oisin and Snizort had been heartened. He would make a very</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show that the giants were sending Floy and Snodgrass off in reasonable style, as if they expected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as nice as roast Human. By the whiskery snout of the gods, it’s nowhere near as good.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life and his work, nearly always written by Snizort and Snodgrass in gentle and tactful collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unrolled the map which had been tucked in Snodgrass ’s cloak and spread it out carefully on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was an expression she had picked up from Snizort and Snodgrass and which was as meaningless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stud box, and feeling more and more like a sneak-thief , she opened it and looked inside. The old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. ’Hmm,’ Mary said. She snapped the glove-box closed. ’I heard Lachy Watt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on my face and my books on my lap, making snide remarks at the soaps and quizzes, chat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeting and sit on the side of the road in the charred wood, the burned sap still in the air, sniff the sourness of the indigo where it had</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appointed attendants snivelled by day and snores by night, and understood nothing of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaving it embedded in the wood. Julie snatched at the knife as the man disappeared back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. ’I didn't fucking kill them,’ he snarled . ‘That’s as maybe, but unfortunately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squeeze like buggy but it still won't snap . Really, I was too shagged to bother, but</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Pa came in from the yard, he sniffed the air with a puzzled frown. ’What's for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. ’Sam's my daughter, not yours,’ snapped Ursula. ’I've no intention of allowing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other sister, the brothers John and Thomas Sneynton , Cecily Sneynton, John Thomas, and Eleanor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revd John Gilman, rector of Snargate with Snavé , Romney Marsh, Kent, and his wife Emily</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One woman walked for an hour through the snow to catch the bus to Skipton, waited for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I confronted him with his folly. He was snoozing on the sofa. ’What have you agreed about</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dizzyingly high, gleaming marble floor and walls, snowy-white fluted pillars, glossy draperies and glowing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
said perhaps a little shrilly. Frejji snorted. ’Y’want t’stay in y’r ship after I shut when the ground is frosted hard. When the snow comes, this will insulate them from the
then extends it tentacles and penis. Both snails rub their penises together, and finally dictum. Fetishised by her additions - erotic snapshots pinned to a bodice, a pointing finger,
mucus. He bent his head over the basin and sniffed. His sense of smell was extremely acute operating as Invicta 435’ crashed in a heavy snowstorm near Base/ Mulhouse airport on 10 April.
THE NIGHT I OPENED MY DOOR Thick was the snow on field and hedge And vanished with the Marlon: Sugden Avenue? That’s where all the snobs live - in all those big houses. D’you
including restaurants, bars, squash and snooker; membership also entitles you to take advantage of his farm. He's like an old Roman consul snorting at the follies of the government. He asked the shelter. Patterns also appeared for snoods sноods, turbans, and berets. Anyone who stayed, when the others rounded past her, snatchings her bag from her shoulder, a chain from her
were mostly Somalis and Sudanis. Mrs Archer sniffed and shrugged her shoulders, admitting that . She would have pushed past anything, a snake, a Rottweiler, a sabre-toothed tiger. In

to think of him as a man whose ‘gibes and sneers in Nazi propaganda broadcasts against Britain pillaging all summer) got about their own snowy land on useful planks of wood. For many
a note of his music was played. Was this snobbery or some more mundane consideration of copyright them is from an open top carriage pulled snow-white horses - who said romance was dead?
whatever the season. All around are snow-capped mountains which provide the walker or nature-lover version of my father.’ The real Mr Singleton Snr ‘loves the film’ although the director mastered the technique, trays of brandy snaps can be baked in quick rotation. A useful floral Muscat de Saint Jean de Minervois, a snip at £2.65. Visit Waitrose too, for a half
Drug career characteristics All the snowball interviewees were initiated into heroin sector females to 24 per cent amongst the snowball sample females. This finding warns us against characteristics of users interviewed in the four snowball samples, the following section will discuss planning of the voyage so that he was able to snatch opportunities whenever they came.
0-6-0 No 3208 was the Llandudno Junction snow plough engine, and made several sorties
Jackets To suit the occasion A WIDE RANGE OF SNACKS can be made simply and cheaply from potatoes
entrusted with the McLaren M23 and, after snatchings pole position from the Ferrari of Niki were surprised. One is always surprised by snow. The streets themselves looked surprised
the skyline, It is an Icelandic scene of snow and hot-springs, of glacier, rock, cliffs of the town. It is early evening. Snow and cloud are in collusion and the town wrinkled over with masses of ice, white as snow, or rather as D. says like congealed froth like killing your own father.” Harry snorted contemptuously. “They were as good as 1970). 4. Butt (1960) agrees with Snodgrass in denying the existence of the preantennalrespectively. The Endotergites or Phragmata (Snodgrass, 1935) arise as transverse infoldings of below, following a simplified version of Snodgrass’s (1935) scheme, but it should be noted and filthy against the kerb. ’There’ll be snow again.” Patrick nodded and pulled
her you were sick and now you’re going to sneak out, hoping that you’ll be back before twenty pounds at the most on train fares and snacks .” When she did this, let him know ordinary things or indeed stuff, such as the snow. These usages have given rise to philosophical Wildlife on One's star on the 20th. The elusive snow leopard makes a rare appearance in Ladakh i.e., on the left), and the picture of the snowman melting came second, whereas in the other was all over. Thanks to that providential snowstorm the attack had been repulsed. The survivors
The fire had been doused under a great drift of glistening black snow. Her hair changed by a jealous goddess into snakes. Jellyfish are constructed from two layers of her cover. 'You bastard,' Sabrina snarled. Bailey inhaled sharply and glanced

not consider the pleasures of a few hours snoring in the sun followed by a swift descent

cademy and rider by Friesz, which was snapped up almost immediately for FFr 5,000 (£515 for portraits and self-portraits. These snapshots, never previously exhibited, cover the surviving the winter without so much as a sniffle, when I was suddenly struck down without cold experience,' as he puts it, at Snape Maltings on Saturday April 24. His illustrated

gale and cold experience,' as he puts it, at Snape Maltings on Saturday April 24. His illustrated

useful section on making the best of your snowballing effect. The runners found themselves unfairly

dromedary and rider by Friesz, which was snapped up almost immediately for FFr 5,000 (£515 for portraits and self-portraits. These snapshots, never previously exhibited, cover the surviving the winter without so much as a sniffle, when I was suddenly struck down without cold experience,' as he puts it, at Snape Maltings on Saturday April 24. His illustrated

Swiss guides tackling: balancing along the arête, confronting the Grand Gendarme and fine view over a glacial lake and crevassed snowfields to the West Col. The black, banded summits

magazine parlance has it, stealing in to snatch a route from under the noses of local activists

decorative reminders of the thrawn Covenanters. Snacks of Deacon Brodie's Tavern Free house

Lager, draught Guinness, 80/- beers. Bar snacks of The Christopher North Charming lounge

the introduction of guard dogs trained to sniff out illegal stowaways like himself. He and Flaubert's Parrot by Barnes. After the snooker, of course. THOMAS KENEALLY reveals

George,' they sniff. It might be envy, but there's a pool (opens 20 May with a snack-bar in high season), tennis court, health centre near you. And then, and then I got to the snow, chest deep, Black so I had to lie down on you. and then, and then I got to the

Who do you play with, oh I play with Joe Snooks and Fred Brown. Really? Erm how often do she did Christmas and remember that snow! Snow, yeah. She said really she did all the stuff on because it was Oh he was sniffing sniffing Oh aye. Is that Gary? put it on. No he side, went to the same routine the nipple snapped off. So any rate I rang this fellow I said

bears didn't you? Yeah, and a Erm and a snake and jelly snake you got didn't you? Yeah on the ten o'clock news I've seen the odd snap of it like on telly, but I've never actually and I thought of you. Like erm it's like a snakeskin look handbag Yeah. paid about three quid

could look out and there was a cover of snow over everything but we didn't look. I think What when we go and see it? Mm Yeah, the

What when we go and see it? Mm Yeah, the

first darling and then how do you spell ? you can read your book. Without looking ! S A N P Snap! S N Snap! S N I P That's Snowman, yes! He's a lovely Snowman! Snowman! snowman! ! Where's a snowman's nose for mummy. Where

on the sofa. He's turned over and started snoring. Well he can be lying there sometimes and thirty five to forty five . Thirty five a snatch back or the repossession type thing I suppose

we're gonna have sun and maybe a bit of snow and tomorrow morning we're gonna have a
stand that. Can't see the would be Shall I snip it? Yeah if you like. Not too short. Oh

coming Yeah. Can't see a bleeding thing now sneak round here and listen to our conversation

I've never heard that one a broken down snail . I like that She is! that appeals to me

where's Katie? , thanks Pat. here it's gonna snow the weekend innit? Supposed to, yeah. Yeah

at it. the aerial off the car hasn't he? Snapped it? Mm. Well if he's snapped it the aerial

not the point, he knows damn well it's me snap . There's your spare light up here. I know

nuts. I must be driving Bill nuts with my snowing . Cos I don't normally snore unless I get

cheeky. Probably cos he's puffed up in the snow box and comes to see to him. He was going

's . That's me mother. There's one of you sneezing in there. And there's Barry oh don't take
course it is. An and er, I mean, I love sneeker but when there's a choice of darts and

morning and I said never say it's gonna snow , I said, it won't snow will it John? He

besides! Mm. Mm. No, some Yes. of them get too snooty in a way. Yes , they get, they're a bit
or anything it rattles! Is it erm, is a snare the thing that co , the sort of wire that

punishment for sneaks, all the girls in the dormy gave her one good spank with the

I'd like to get Jake the Snake Jake the Snake . Roberts. Do you like them Ashley? Yo.

fall! The lady. No, the lady's gone! Is it snowing out there? I she ah, ! Leave that on tape
to bonk? Do what? For a snail to bonk for snails to p=bonk A Just thought of something I

them again. But he tried it, you know Yeah sneaky like that. Mind I know there's some that

Another is this old friend, which acts as a snake . Voice over The results are distressing

Lee Benfield says he's never skied on snow before but he's enjoying this and is looking

Paints Actuality of warden describing the snake followed by interview where she sez it's

and raped: Police warning after woman is snatched by a driver. Killer at our shores

twenty four hour heat willhire event at the Snederton track in Norfolk Video-Taped report

Icemen, possibly a hunter who died during a snow storm, has been hailed as a historic find

Miskelly, Fyffe, Whiteside, Simpson, Goddard, Snodden , McCarron, Dowey, Hanvey, Wilson, Parker

Noble all the way to the winning line and snatched victory on M & D preference. Lisa Spence

frail 80 year old man walking while another sneaked into his house in Forest Street, Weaverham

Huyton, had sneaked a camera inside and were snapping off shots as keepsakes. Mrs Carolan

. What did you say? You'd better have a snog ? Has she has she met anyone? has she met

Irish face the 'Isle' THE Northern Ireland snooker international team will face the Isle of

the wife of a lover to death. Castle snubs Thatcher over tobacco links The entertainer

Robinson… and Mike Ford are coughing and sneezing and facing fitness checks in the morning

spot. Winger to sign on this week GLENS SNAP UP STEWART By JIM GRACEY FORMER Northern

in the Primate Dixon PS in Coalisland as snooker superstar Denis Taylor! Expectation

closely with SmithKline Beecham to produce the snap-on dispensing closures. Jumbo contract

stretched, and beamed round the tavern, snapping his fingers to call Talbot over.

sombre place. Now, under a carpet of white snow , the branches of the yew trees spread like

Bonaventure. The children are not to play snowballs in the porch. Try to keep Ursula's pig

fearful because they're liars! Cranston snapped . 'No one tells the truth!' He glared at

side of the house to protect her from any snow falling from the small canopied hood of

'You're no phantasm,' the merchant snarled . 'And, if you are, go back to Hell where

pock-ridden terrain at Verdun; the dogs used to sniff out the wounded went rabid under the shelling

from Hindley. Olympic arena plan hits snag AMBITIOUS plans to turn a former biscuit
aggressive Rita her face contorted into a bitter snarl. It is a startling contrast, therefore, manager Jim Buchan commented: `We provide a snack service as well as hot meals and we run machines dispense a wide range of drinks and snacks and staff choose from a ready prepared going to be like tonight because all the snow 's disappeared and in fact you've been running and she wasn't happy. Mm. She said it was sneaky the way he did it. Oh. If he'd have turned reluctantly. 'Answer my question, girl,' he snapped . 'I was shopping,' she said.

for this * heavy machi…. Once the snow has melted the Caimgorm looks unsightly should say that erm I know my mother was very snooty she'd been an apprentice to some dressmakers moderate centre That's if you can call it that, snapped off. For the Conservative party which is
the glen somewhere. Oh aye but he wasn't snatched . No no but he was put into the church. know for a pint of snowball he say pint of snowball , some of the, what they call 'em Mm, what faster, if you like, and, and to take more snacks , and I think it's interesting that the have come to us and, and fitted much more snugly if you like. How soon will it be before that sort of character. So that's why the snooker I think is, is so appealing, why it's still most observers took this as yet another snub to the Foreign Secretary. In Hebrew, Mr
where he could see the right-hand corner of Snelders 's goal, sending the ball there with all fears, are going to have to hope for some snell April blasts for the Fijians to feel uncomfortable will get the respect he deserves.' Snelders apart, Aberdeen's team is unlikely to alter to co-operate enthusiastically with the SNP and Liberal parties to achieve this, nothing and she had been choked when her necklace snagged on branches, but a second post-mortem examination
industry. 'An early priority for an SNP government in an independent Scotland would family members in the freezing wind and snow of the Cairngorms has focused attention they please. There is but one small snag . New, visa and bureaucracy-free passports composition and working methods to overcome SNP claims that the convention is Labour-dominated increased yesterday with the Lib Dems and the SNP jointly signing a Commons motion calling could cut out the sound track of shells and sniper fire, ignore the gaping holes in the beautiful during the recent Maastricht debate? The SNP exists primarily to achieve Clarke. Alex Salmond, leader of the SNP, defended his party saying: 'The economic blocking exit - without being intrusive. Sneaky , insincere? Depends how it's done. Which beleaguered Mr Major had found new friends in the Application forms are available from all SNIPEF members. The winner will be announced in than cure of accidental pollution.' SNH stresses the importance of minimising pollution at the best of times but, given that the SNP had been in the same lobby as the Government motion expressing full confidence in the SNP MPs being passed by 13 to 11 votes with work at Kenway. He had started by ' snorting ' Temgesic tablets and had then allowed half years in Christchurch yesterday for snatching a woman off a beach and raping her. of the party leader, Alex Salmond, by the SNP councillors on Motherwell District Council total opposition to violent acts and one SNP MP, Andrew Welsh, claimed he had been misquoted coating of snow. Elsewhere there was thick snow on the A68 and slushy snow on the A1 near the sixth came after young Sarah Wade sneaked in to take on the Stockton defence in style officers, an open forum and social with snack and wine. Games night: A night of board against it to deal with every form in time. A snow drift of paper is going to hit it. It has
Bishop Auckland branch, when a lady from the snack bar next door came in to tell us of the Street and Hart Lane in Hartlepool. Bikes snatch: A sneak thief walked into a house at talent. The problem is that foreign scouts snap up the talented ones to work abroad.

Melton Mowbray trainer John Wharton. Snipe Hall is unbeaten in three starts, including surfing, windsurfing, scuba diving, snorkelling, sailing, walking Nightclubs: limited to .

Barbara Edwards Wayne Edwards killed by a sniper in Bosnia Gas blast blow to banger butcher else was down there? Your dad had a game of snooker with ah, la la la la Albert. Mm. Roddy.

People stood on street corners; thin dogs sniffed at refuse; there were graphic warnings Bodie received the message about the sneaky departure of Chrissie and the two children to the scatter of the reds and colours of snow .

under the score mark, apply firm pressure to snap the glass. This is a very simple operation a girl. Dad's best jacket makes a super snug bed, The moment his back is turned. She agreed volubly, 'You're absolutely right,' he snarled. 'I can't get any vacuum pressure. What .

. However, the treatment is certainly no snap at £3,500 a time. Beverley's saddled having a good time looking at visions of snakes , hippos, mice, rabbits - oh, just about IF you want to become invincible in SNOW BROTHERS on the Game Boy, wait until the dressing gown. 'The business!' Shamlou snapped . 'Tell them!' Matchsticks grinned .

Snake in the grass Roman Candles Golden Rain Mr Pizzarello said the police had been ' sneaky ' in circumventing Newall's right to silence .

The bodies were taken down the mountain by snow plough. Mr Gros said: 'No one has hearth looking smug - and, I must admit, snug too. It was much warmer, and I kept my died of leukaemia. Another was told to ' snap out of it'. Yet another to 'hurry up', blokes be earning £1 million a year like snooker players? When we've made celebrities intends to open a restaurant called The Jonah Snackbar in its stomach. Wally will, of course,

Searchers . Once, Hawk had found a faded snapshot of Two-Dogs dressed in the beads and paint imagine it would be virtually impossible to sneak up on an owl. When she did finally mates who had set off earlier to tackle the Snowdon horseshoe. When they hadn't returned by were warned about in the Kylie article. Snuff are what the Manics sneeringly refer to also be overlooking some nonchalantly sly snippets of humour: the sleeve of 'Oomalama' features doesn't just do it here then - IM), but a snappy return trip would not go astray in the users are dangerous. This was the case in Snowdonia where the Llanberis Path descent from the his mother asked. 'I couldn't go,' sniffed the youngster. 'Why not?' asked his shouted. 'Yesterday morning, during break, you sneaked like a serpent into the kitchen and stole the guard in the stomach and leg before snatch £15,000. Shop cleaner Jamie Howard out over snub for bikers PETER KANE A SNOOTY hospice lost a £1,250 gift for its sick 23-year-old, was jailed for 28 days at London's Snaresbrook Crown Court on a lesser assault charge.

holidaymakers lose their luggage every day. SNOOZE READER TONY PURNELL TV newsreader Fiona Cherie's problem was when the child tried to sneeze cigarettes whenever her parents lit up. died a week ago. ORDEAL: Steph REFUGEES SNUB FLAT PETER KANE A REFUGEE family who our football, and I came back, and we were sneaking in through the back door and bumped right The cobra is one of the world's deadliest snakes . £3m for dead AIDS woman AN AIDS victim kids' pet dog. Boxer pup Toby was snatched near her Blackpool home a fortnight ago cinch. 'We don't look for his trainers, we sniff them out,' he said. 'They really are awful SNOOP Cyril Reenan was branded a prying sneak yesterday for eavesdropping on the intimate
Because Germany has gone video games mad snapping up nearly three million Game Boys already handicapped. It is spread by coughing, sneezing, and kissing, but is not usually caught.

She never goes out. She cannot. The snipers and the mortars make sure of that. The handicap.

Fergie insists on, complete privacy and NO SNAP-PERS. If only they'd check properly OUTSIDE of United Biscuits, the McVities and KP snacks group, jumped 24p to 259p on rumours of.

tawdry Dave Mellor castigating me for `snorting' and sneering' at his apocalyptic view of

Kent CT5 2UU. JACKO: Romania gig PAP SNAPS WHAT'S the meaning of the revealing swimsuit for everybody. PARLOUR: Bid CLOUGHIE'S SNUB TO PSYCHO Nottingham Forest boss won't

scar becomes deeper and wider with every sneaky scratch altering the aerodynamics. The

relational database system and calling it the SN2000. It is going into beta test now with ships

property at Praxis is a product code-named Snoopy, already adopted by Sun, which is designed

data dictionary - being developed using SNI's Entity Relationship Model (UX No 409)

186344 … AS HP EXTENDS LEAD OVER SUN, SNI, IBM Overall, the European market for

Streams interface from the host Unix system, SNAP-IX includes Pu type 2.1 (over SDLC or X.25

shambled slowly through a sea of frolicking Snotlings. The assistant cooks heaved on the

would be to let them keep their existing SNA networks and pass other traffic across

3174 controllers and display terminals in SNA networks and includes IBM 3287 printer

blotting out the sea. 'Hi!' Galvone shook snow from the sheepskin, took it off, dumped

been all up for United. Instead, they snatched extra time in the 80th minute when Cork

drink in the wine bar or brasserie, grab a snack 'al fresco', or dine in style at the cafés

- the superior luxury of this beautiful Snuggle Veterinary Bedding. Dense 1&ins;

sides. Then he sat back on his haunches and sniffed the air, holding his paws in the air for

Then he came to his empty dish, paused and sniffed the bowl. At once he ran to the house and

SECRET, SEAM-LOC! A panel. A clip. And snap. The Seam-loc roofing and cladding system

The day was cold, with flurries of snow and people were muffled up to the eyes.

September and March, can contact Mr Macklin on Snape 688481. A bittern at its nest - the

which highlights another madness - tone snobbery. I used to work with an ex-BBC engineer

animal to the water's surface and take a good sniff. If it just smells vaguely marine, or like

insulin which so often leads to hunger and snack-eating on diets in which the carbohydrates are

points on lower pastures. Before the heaviest snowfalls he would need to read the advance signals

unfamiliar moors. The squalls of driven snow had now more than a hint of frost, so that

wronged there, has also lapsed. The name Snaith is thought to mean 'enclosed by water'

the modern pit at Kellingley or the new Snaith pit. In its hey-day Snaith had twelve

making Bailey bridges against the tide. Snaith was on the eastern fringe of the West Riding

dark brown, place in a paper piping bag and snip end. Pipe on three trunks. Colour half

and headstock is very tasty, as are the snowflake fingerboard inlays (although they could

particular order and I will include little snippets in case anybody should want to hear any

for the aquarium. If we take a quick snapshot look at each of the main groups (phyla)

come upon a hare struggling in an illegal snare. As Anderson attempted to free it, the

double silene reintroductions - the white 'Snowball' and red 'Triumph' also look good.

during the shooting. Sometimes, when it snowed heavily, the filmmakers were terrified

how to drive by the Highway code FAVE SNACK FOODS N: Essence of Mars bars WHAT

whose singular style of delivery - deadpan sneers, disbelieving snorts of mirthless laughter
case. More representatively there can be a sneaking hope that to explain is somehow to justify cry out to be tested and explored. C. P. Snow ’s The Masters (1951) is a precursor rather nowhere to be found. Indeed, rock rebels sneer at its inability to be nasty, its sheer their best record yet. It ain't; it is a snoozesque item which rehashes old ideas in dull ways ‘Because all the old cats will be sniggering at him behind his back, that's why. Tattling beside her in the doorway. Tattooed women sneaked up his forearms and his belly gaped like admission is C$7.50. New York Mapplethorpe snub to Whitney Guggenheim gets $s and photos and amphibians of Asia. The paradise tree snakes of Sumatra, Java and Borneo, and the golden WHITE CHRISTMAS? Reindeer in the snow, walking in winter wonderlands, the old and game' attributed to Rubens and Frans Snyders ). One of the Society's greatest strengths and the shopping. Sister Ellen, our SND General Moderator, visited us at one of clouds its view of the present, chronological snobbism ’s myopic image of the contemporary world last few days skiing of the year. Snell Sports, too, was deserted. Down in the bow. There was an insult in his voice, a sneer that he hadn't intended them to notice. impatient. 'Maybe you should be in nappies,' she snapped. Benny felt her heart sink. It was probably future operations. Later Geoffrey Pyke, whose snow vehicle is described in Chapter 9, joined already emptied his revolver in firing at a sniper ’s window, and they kept the German from this course David Brand's double paddle snapped. A second charge over the side brought loveliest shot of all is The Oval in pristine snow. UNFAIR DISMISSAL Justin Hunt in the Telescope, and have identified a shell-type SNR at a distance of about 3kpc-consistent seems not to have done this yet. These young SNRs will be in their adiabatic stage of development its own way as was the fearful silence or sniggering scorn of earlier decades. Mrs Whitehouse if the visitor lashed out. Michael snapped at Roy: 'Get your coat.' Then walking to choose between a veto of their bill and a snub of China - to say nothing of wounding Mr found him quicker than he'd anticipated, sniffing him out through the darkened streets. The had already claimed her clothes from the snarl of sheets and was retreating to the bedroom printed words: logos, succinct headlines, snippets of self-penned verse. He refuses, though problems of 'wearing' the shells of alien snails . First, unlike all other crustaceans, the only in the presence of such predators as snakes and the larvae of carnivorous water beetles tips of their arrows with the poison. Snakes , tortoises, crocodiles and lizards are bite their prey or attacker again. Snake venoms work in several ways. Some types vibrated and shaken against rocks when the snake is irritated or alarmed and serves as a 4,000 m (13,000 ft) or more, and composed of snow , bare rock, scree slopes and ice fields mountain goats will dig a deep bed in the snow , or hide in caves and under rocks. Grizzly purple daemon's mask, he escorted a bucking, snarling tattooed warrior bound with electrocuffs its effect - seemed designed to test to snapping point. Aye, by varying the nature of the choice but to sing Sagramoso's praises and sniff the victory-incense already so impertinently Henceforth they did not rampage - they sneaked. They slunk. They crept - through a city stung . ('Lucky shooting, Valence,' snapped Juron. ' Ain't enough, though. We're down flap of the door flipped jauntily upward. A sneering face gazed at the caged men. Three brown . He reached out across the floor, snatched the last paper bag. A slice of black bread first question: 'It was the morning that it snowed …' He was prepared for a battle if the porter ' Tom recall, 'a bit like sliding down a snow slope on a tin tray with a plastic bag walking. Though never used in wet snow (in short supply last winter) a wet day
if you miss it, there is a range of tasty snacks available at the bar. Easily Accessible all meals available and a choice of bar snacks or restaurant meals. The cuisine is home-cooked amount and type of food eaten, including all snacks and drinks, as well as the time and place disaster-stricken clients from the record of old snapshots, his feelings gradually eroded by constant gets him to sit in front of the TV with a snack in his hand. At night, when Veronica before the load comes on the rope. Once a snow arête becomes steeply angled you should would be easy to hold a sudden load. If the snow is soft the axe shaft should be planted has established some facts about where the snow is likely to be found and which terrain a few days of afternoon cloud and snowstorms, followed by a day or two or more settled are producing what is sometimes called a snake cable, since that is what it looks like the new chip in when it does arrive. The SN9000 is likely to cost a lot more than the SN8000 out from there. Also, while in the past SNI simply enhanced the functionality of Pyramid suggest that Covia's software will also be snapped up by Sun Microsystems Inc, which could 1,000 photo images for your entertainment. A snip at £295. Micrografx on • Compaq gathered its own momentum and benefited from a snowball effect. At the same time, technological change over time, though as a series of snapshots rather than as a continuous process. In infantry and was cut down by King Gotrek who snatched the Phoenix crown from his corpse and took and the snake were her symbols too. The snake, living in crevices near the hearth, made blows away. In 1885 London's earliest snow fell on September 25th. And in 1958, a dispiriting pub in the Lake District. Also has a snack bar. Barn End bar, part of Sykeside Campsite other beast, but by the frantic pumping of Snotlings which drives a simple mechanism and keeps under the seemingly innocent accounts of the Sneead Women's Institute going on an Easter outing bigger, crueler rack, little fellow!' Jaq snapped: 'Sorry, Inquisitor. I'm the right to watch the ten companies march past. He snapped at the men to pick up their feet and straighten garden shed and set to work. Snip, snip, snip went the shears until a head appeared. trees. As night fell Polly snipped her last snip, climbed down and stood back to look at of. Ho ho. Traitors snipped her last snip, 'SW THAT TONGUE UP SHAUN RYDER'S BOTTOM one or two shocking lapses of behaviour,' snorted Enid Coley. 'Mind you, it can't have helped imagination, cannot be heard' - which is a nice snub to the critics, but could, I suppose, be for Funchal market, all along its route. Snow was falling as we drove from Ribeiro Frio line becomes 'lively' and wraps itself into snarls. This is due to upsetting the balance opportunity of delivering an onslaught on the Snow school of criticism, the stranglehold they its ears like a bull's, its neck like a snake 's, its belly like a clam's, its scales push-chair when a large brown dog attacked, snarling at the feet of my terrified infant. I'm to be against arrogance and affluence and snobbery.' Oh well, never mind. 'The more beach games, perhaps while the adults snooze in the sun. Finally, there is the departure and took an audacious lead. Davies snapped the ball from the back of a ruck to send PARROTT headed home last night to enjoy a snooker-free Christmas while James Wattana began his they choose will be rehydrated with melted snow and cooked over a Primus stove,' says Mr happy 1993 to you all. One's Year Of The Snake Jane Moore Table not included Game of spills of life as a Windsor with our royal snakes and ladders game. Simply use a dice and rather than tasted and it's Frank's job to sniff his way through barrels when their ten
chances are you will catch it too. Sneezes are devastatingly effective at spreading eyes, nose or mouth will probably soon be snuffling themselves. Unfortunately, catching future game titles. Available on the SNES from Nintendo in January. PARODIUS basketball, starring Woody Harrelson and Wesley Snipes. Cert: 15. London: UCI Whiteleys, Odeon moved in to arrest him he waved a knife and snarled: 'Come on then, do you want some of this as they come to terms with her loss. Snooze flash TONIGHT one in five of us will survivors, she has a ruthless streak. She coldly snubbed the Duke and Duchess of Windsor for years of the Old John Hancock Building warn of snow - but that would never stop a Bostonian festivities. Zero temperatures and snow flurries shouldn't put off the winter visitor have developed a quick cure for chronic snorers, using a laser. The procedure, which doctors December. There was a decent covering of snow on the three main slopes - Kitzbuheler startlingly, those of a political animal. 'My sneers are bullets, not aimed at you who are my once and for all. Nor do I consider your sneers (a reference to Theo's occasional sarcasm much profit on a plate as in a pint. It has snapped up 28 Roast Inns and Henry's Cafe Bars alcohol and anything else that humans sniff, snort and sell the shirt off their back for. 'We had over two inches of frosty snow on our sleeping bags as it kept blowing bath, or gravitate towards the pond, her snooker table, torn, where only one player attends Minister, was about to open a factory by snipping the red tape with a pair of ornamental executive - either full page, a portrait by Snowdon or painted in oils? 9 Are all the photographs recorded that a fatality has occurred from snakebite during the festival; the Cobras appear death and sorrow and ecstacy are one. Snake Charming The eyes of the Cobra are hauntingly Cobra are hauntingly black and hypnotic; the snake is beautiful to watch when it is being throughout the country. To distinguish the snakes, the term Rainbow Serpent is applied, due clever men, are also closely connected to the snake. Thus, in its higher aspect, it relates RAF rescue Wessex helicopter was sent to Snowdon. Mr Hiram was flown to hospital at Christmas cards to get at their favourite snack - the glue on envelopes and stamps. Snags with ready-mix Are there any snags in having ready-mixed concrete delivered not a bad first break for the boy from the snooker halls of Port Talbot. In The Desert Piper Super Clubs with a pair of hydraulic snow skis. These skis enable operation from by 24 hours. Then, as the fog, rain and snow persisted, it was further delayed to south like the coils of some gigantic snake which had no end to it.' Impassable shouldered our crippling packs and joined the snow - ploughs, grinding slowly up the hill. Above between a rock and a bush. Patches of ice and snow had begun to fill the crack in the ground prolonged mild spell stripping the hills of snow. This meant that the high pressure system return. WE PAY £25 FOR YOUR HAPPY SNAP GOOD HEALTH STOP PRESS New breast cancer backstage and talk to those guys.' I snorted. 'Why would they want to talk to you?' 'I'm sure.' He could be a snooty bastard, old Shadwell, that was for sure kept surprising him. Those riverbeds could snap an axle as crisply as the way that Zervos hair, frozen and brittle, as if you could snap it off. It was only then that he noticed DHSS, couldn't I? They could send their snoopers round and it wouldn't matter. They would servant it was lying on the lap of a fat, snoozing gentleman. Where Emily had learned to thieve From one or two gigs a week The Hamsters snowballed and now they play over 270 gigs a year. and scratching under her wig, starting a snowstorm of powder. Jess nodded. 'And an empty to poetic 'rigmaroles' and misunderstood snatches in plays and ballads. Beauty especially
Skathi, daughter of the mountain-giant, in Snorri Sturluson's Prose Edda. Obliged to marry the bedding rolled tightly round him, was snoring contentedly. Rather than wake him by pulling of cigarette smoke. Handbags were snapped shut, legs were crossed and uncrossed, briefcase on the chesterfield, and Mrs Stych snatched it up crossly and took it into his den, Keep an emery board handy in case of nail snags, so your teeth do not get to them first were a pile of Arabian newspapers, a few snapshots and two or three bottles of cologne. Base viewing mechanism. This means that an SNMP entity can grant limited access to another five noxious creatures'-toad, scorpion, snake, centipede and gecko-then drew it on, see if anyone was about. He sniffed. He sniffed again. There was no mistaking the smell Excuse me,' she said hesitantly. 'No,' snapped The Fat Controller. He didn't even look launch of a great initiative. On the ceiling, snarling Russians in proletarian caps shook their me about? (Peg wakes up. Her light snaps on. Cheery mood.) PEG: Hello, my switch the spotlights off? (Spotlights snap off. Pale light through scrim wall. Max it up.' She was quiet. So he snarled. -Does it mean that much to you?'
off aggressively. 'This is it, girl!' he snarled . 'The Temple of the Event Shift! Molassi.. His mouth was contorted in a grotesque snarl, pulling back his lips to reveal yellow a manner of speaking.' 'No sale,' snapped the parakeet. Victoria raised her sleepy in the morning with a slight cough and a sniffle. By lunchtime she was distinctly unwell negligible FOR each training instance s1… sN Compute the distance d of each node slowly fluttering from side to side like a snowflake. 'Hey! Watch it!' cried Gedanken. beneath. The temperature was below zero. Snow was forecast. I was very glad of my thermal bracken ran a well-used path and in the snow were distinctive paw marks. Badger in defending them from predators such as snakes. The majority of these helpers are young wolves in North America also hunt in teams, sniffing at the heels of an antelope or a moose, tubes that make it extremely difficult for snakes or any other intruders to plunder the nest a barrage of conflicting ideologies. The sneer had turned into a lump in his throat. The brittle with self-righteousness. Auntie Ethel sniffed again. As they reached the outer suburbs kept. And the night of the murder something snapped. Or else the Devil was there, that particular besides that of another legendary animal, the snake. When a bat detects heat it is actually mating with her and causes any male which sniffs it to become impotent for days. Other to move at an incredibly fast pace to a snail. If a snail is tapped on the head with python-hunters, led by Rindi, who sell the live snakes for their valuable skins to Chinese traders felt naked and horribly vulnerable, like a snail with its shell off; every nerve was close Marilynne's Blesford Ballet School did a snowflake dance, little boys (fewer in number) a oily mortar to her breast. Marie-Claire snickered. The bike drew up in the yard under the uranium nucleus, it splits off and then three snooker balls come flying out and there's more . swimming. We've we've been issued with snorkel masks I should say. investigations so refer to two American cases, Fairbanks v. Snow (1887) 13 N.E. 596 and Atchison, Topeka grows to a duller red. Tropical Answers Snakehead needs a large friend Q. I have acquired difficult to judge, but generally, healthy Apple Snails are lively and active. Do not buy snails dying, isolate it in a small tank. A dead snail decomposes very rapidly, fouling the water surface. This same technique can be used by a snail floating upside-down at the surface; the some pets, including a superb 'pair' of snakeheads, Derek's new pride and joy. I'm not snub-nosed, bristling broad-jowled Ivan, snouting disaster. That ominous expression of sympathy
routines and to sit back sucking sweeties while sneering at pop stars and newscasters making fools spoken waggishly, or grimly, or that it was snapped out as the character turned angrily on weeks after Ali's fiftieth birthday. A light snow is falling on the village of Berrien Springs bluff it in a Brighton hotel with two paid snoops outside the door and a woman of experience drug-taking by an officialdom that was frantically sniffing out Ben Johnsons like a Salem witchfinder

ROS: Sorry. (Pause.) GUIL: (Snaps) Guildenstern! ROS: (Jumps) What? unsubstantiated GUIL: We've got a letter (ROS snatches it and tears it open.) ROS: (Efficiently realise that they refer to one and the same snail . The situation is confusing, but there comparatively easy for mussels, limpets or other snails . Collect the victims being attacked But I carry a cauliflower in from the plot Snagged like a head against my breast Dew starting whimpered and groaned in their sleep. Others snorted away, happily enough. We josh and kid: person you. Up to the four o'clock news with Sniff in the tears, dedicated to me. pointing in very a abnormal times, and women were snatch at a little bit of happiness they could back to page 30 to put in captions Richard Snell , Somerset's new overseas signing, took skins of the hyrax. In his hands he holds a sniff box, shaped like a small quiver, and a The gold teeth disappeared as Rico's mouth snapped into a tight straight line. 'Don't remember my tongue shedding its skin like a snake , my voice in the classroom sounding just difficulty and held her close to him. She snuck into a school hall, late for some school waiting for her to experience them. She snuggled into Patrick's hard body, enjoying the could hear the chug of lawnmowers; hoses snaked out to cars parked at the roadside; bonfire a slapped face and an hour's sarcastic, sneering interrogation. After that, she told Julia with Henri's powers of fortune-telling, snorted . 'General Froebe knows the value of following Think things through next time, then,' he snapped . 'Nice to see you, Benny. Have you seen style like the print of a hopping bird in snow , struck her as impossible to live with. . 'I've taken a stand.' She snorted . 'I've come to a decision,' he said them was this womb-echoing self-conscious snugness indoors, safe from outside turbulence. lips. The long whip snaked towards it to snuff out the flame. The audience clapped. The her bedroom window at the quietly falling snow . The moon dimly lit the woods, faintly best to snuggle under the only blanket to snatch an hour of sleep. In the morning the pram. 'What's for tea?' Danny sniffed the air. 'Gran's been making a cake!' have to crawl through and underneath it, snagging my polo-neck. Trees heard but barely seen cloud overlooking a chill wilderness of snow . The mountaintops are smothered, black half a metre above the white plain of the snow-covered river. The grass and reeds around me are leafless trees more bleak There had been thick snow the previous week, the final throes of and the two men's faces were white with snow . 'Three of these ponies are ill, the dogs played in their holes under the snow . They were all happy. They had a lot of